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The Infamous United Fruit Company



Contribution: Very Interesting Fact!

Enormous data work of compiling historical sources

Quasi-random variation to document that areas belonging to UFCo did/do better

”Better” is related to more amenities (e.g. schools, hospitals)

Labor mobility + attractive outside option ”offset” MNC monopsony power

– new channel on the effects of MNCs on host economies



I. The Recent MNC Literature

Effects of MNCs on domestic firms

– Costa Rica, firm-to-firm data: Alfaro-Urena, Manelici, & Vasquez (2019)

– US counties, Select Selection data: Greenstone, Hornbeck, & Moretti (2010)

� how big are these spillovers for an extractive activity?

Effects of MNCs on workers: employer-employee data

– Costa Rica: Alfaro-Urena, Manelici, & Vasquez (2019)

– United States: Setzler & Tintelnot (2020)

� were wages higher in the UFCo; in close-by domestic plantations?



II. How Special is The United Fruit Company?

Extractive spatially self-contained exporting activity 7

Free labor with outside options 3

Local monopsony power 3 7

Isolated under-developed area Ñ amenities become key 7

– amenities are excludable 3

Concession involved (seemingly) marginal land 7



III. The Role of the Model

Evaluate magnitude of mechanism. Role of elasticities.

� why a dynamic model?

� why a lump-sum corporate tax? why not an export tax?

� UFCo pays for amenities in their region, but Gov pays in other regions?

Calculate Costa Rica aggregate gains of hosting UFCo

� what’s the tradeoff? what’s the ”cost” of hosting an MNC?



IV. Attracting MNCs: Mega-Deals



IV. Back-of-the-Envelop Calculation for the US
Setzler & Tintelnot, 2020

Local and state US Gov median subsidy per direct job given to a foreign firm =
109,000 USD

Annual (only) wage benefits for incumbent workers in a commuting zone =
16,000 USD

With discount rate of 0.10, net present value of avg wage benefit exceeds the
typical subsidy by 51,000 USD per job

� Is there a similar calculation for UFCo?



Final Remarks

Very creative paper! Very interesting historical fact

Brings to the table a new channel on the effects of MNCs

Tradeoffs of hosting MNCs


